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autoSONIC-F	 	 				 		 		 							fixed	weight	round	cheese	portioning		
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The autoSONIC-F is an in-line intelligent portioning machine with 
ultrasonic cutting technology, designed for fixed weight portioning of 
cheese. The machine incorporates an integrated weigh-scale which 
is used to pre-weigh round cheese and then portion it for optimum 
results - maximising yield and minimising giveaway. Each cheese is 
assessed individually and an optimum number of cuts determined for 
the current sequence. The ultrasonic cutting head performs a radius 
cut - cutting from the centre outwards. This means that the machine 
is not restricted to an even number of cuts like some conventional 
machine or wire cutters, which means improved performance. 
Integral to the process is a centralising and stabilising unit, which 
ensures that the cheese is in absolutely the right position at the start 
of the cutting sequence, and is then maintained around this centre 
point - a crucial feature to ensure portion control is not compromised.

overview

application

• Pre-weigh system manages variation in cheese weight
• Innovative stabilising and centralising ensures optimum 

portion control
• Superior cut quality using ultrasonic technology
• Accurate portion control with minimum giveaway and 

maximum yield
• Hygienic, low maintenance and easy to clean

The machine is based around a stainless steel frame and food grade 
materials are used throughout. The design is strongly focused on 
ease of use, cleanability and ease of maintenance, with simple and 
effective operator interfaces. Polycarbonate side panels ensure 
noise levels are minimised while allowing excellent visibility of 
machine operations. 

The equipment is ideal for medium to high  output operations, 
which demand a configurable and easy-to-use machine with all the 
benefits of ultrasonic cutting. It is a perfect fit for cheeses which can 
exhibit variable weight and cannot easily be cut with conventional 
systems - sometimes resulting in poor yield, unacceptable giveaway 
or quality issues. Controlling the portioning process is essential for 
cheese manufacturers or distributors. Being able to cut products 
accurately with the minimum of waste and with throughput meeting 
customer demands is vitally important in an increasingly competitive 
marketplace. 

Yield, giveaway and throughput can all be addressed effecively by 
automating the portioning process. The best mode of operation 
will be determined by whether the product is to be sold according 
to a variable weight - catch weight, or in pre-determined weight or 
volume - fixed weight, where the variation allowed is governed by 
the average system and Packers’ Rules.

key	features
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dimensions	(h	x	w	x	d) 2080 x 3065 x 1260

weight 200kg approx

electrical	connection 16A 230V AC

air	connection 80 psi 6 bar compressed air

cuts	per	minute up to 60 cuts per minute dependent on product

maximum	product	width 385mm diameter

maximum	product	depth 150mm

construction stainless steel frame and chassis with polycarbonate guard

cabinet electrical/electronic components housed within the lower stainless steel panels - IP65 rated

control	system PLC and user friendly colour touch screen

cutting	head 20kHz titanium sonotrode

product	drive servo driven product drive

cutting	head	control pneumatically operated

operator	interface engineer functions include diagnostics, manual mode, password protection and system settings

product	loading manual loading and offloading by operator

portion	configuration variable angular rotation (for number of portions) controllable via touch screen

machine	mobility levelling feet or castors

cutting	height	and	speed variable

slice no

stack no

rotary	portion yes

shingle no

product	centraliser yes

pre-weigh yes

orbital	radius	cut yes

top	drive	gripper no

suitable	for range of soft, semi-soft and hard cheeses
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